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Charging stations in Europe 
 

In 2020, there were roughly 285.800 public charging stations for electric 

vehicles in Europe (including Turkey) (Statista, s.d.). 250.000 of those devices 

are considered as slow chargers with power, below 22kW. Around 38.000 

chargers are considered DC fast chargers.  

The difference between AC charging and DC charging is the location where the 

AC power gets converted; inside or outside the car. A DC charger has the 

converter inside the charger itself. That means it can feed power directly to the 

car's battery and doesn't need the onboard charger to convert it. On the other 

hand an AC charger converts power from AC to DC and then feeds it into the car's 

battery. The usual charging speed I case of AC charging is 22 kW, depending on 

the car that you own, as well as the power available to the charging 

infrastructure. It's ideal for charging the car at home or at work because it is 

needed more time to load (Wallbox, n.d.). 

 

E-mobility in Greece 
 
E-mobility in Greece is quite new and it is slowly growing. Even if, in the last 
years, the sales of passengers’ cars have been reduced because of COVID-19 
pandemic, EV market had a notable increase (Table 1). From the official 
statistics, can be observed an increase from 0.3% of BEV & PHEV in 2018 to 8.5% 
in 2021.  This trend is expected to be more aggressive in the next years. The 

penetration of BEV and PHEV in Greek market is expected to be higher than 20% 
in 2023. The main reasons of this growth is the fact that the EV market is 

increasing worldwide and due to the incentives that Greek government applies 

to support the e-mobility in Greece from 2020 and renews every year. 
 
Table 1 e-mobility trend in Greek market 

 2018 2019 2020 2021  

Passenger 
Cars 

[volume] 
103.431 114.109 80.977 81.758 

 

BEV & 
PHEV [%] 

0,3% 0,4% 2,5% 8,5% 
 

BEV & 
PHEV 

[volume] 
310 480 2100 6950 

Total: 9840 
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In Table 1 is presented also the volume of sales of BEV and PHEV in Greece for 
the last 4 years, which is around 9.840 EVs until the end of 2021. From these 
vehicles 3.133 are BEV. Moreover, there are other 1.000 EVs that are available as 

second hand and are currently being sold in Greece. The majority of EVs have 
been sold in Athens and around it but lately also the Greek countryside started 

to significantly contributes to the EV sales.  

 
In Macedonia & Thrace the absolute number of BEV and PHEV that were 

registered until the end of 2021 is 369. Even if this number is relative small, it is 
noticed that the sales got tripled from 2020 to 2021 (Table 2). This trend is 

expected to be maintained creating a geometric progression for the near future. 

 
 
Table 2 e-mobility trend in Macedonia & Thrace, in absolute numbers 

 2018 2019 2020 2021  

BEV  
[volume] 

7 6 40 74 
 

PHEV 
[volume] 

18 21 48 155 
 

BEV & 
PHEV 

[volume] 
25 27 88 229 

Total: 369 

 

 
The charging stations in Greece are following the sales’ trend of electrified 
vehicles. Even if there are not official records for the number of charging stations 

is Greece, studying several sources, can be said that from less than 100 charging 
points of every type in 2018, Greece has now more than 100 DC fast charging 
stations and more than 1200 AC charging station in the whole country. Below are 
present the maps of charging stations in Greece (www.plugshare.com, n.d.).  
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Picture 1 DC fast charging stations in Greece. 

 

The majority of DC fast charging stations are located in Athens. The second highest 

density of DC charging stations is at Thessaloniki. There are also many fast charging 

stations that are under construction in Greece. In general, the DC fast charging 

station is a more expensive investment and the construction requires more technical 

specifications and time to be done. 
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Picture 2 AC charging stations in Greece. 

 

From the Picture 2, it is obvious that Greece is better covered with AC charging 
stations respect to the DC fast charging stations. Even if the EV market is not big 

yet, the current charging infrastructures are not enough to follow the EV market 

growth rate.  
 

Charging infrastructure can be considered also the wallboxes that are also sold 

in Greece and are also promoted by incentives from the part of the Greek 
government. Almost every EV owner chooses to buy a wallbox in order to 
increase the charging power and reduce the charging time of his EV in domestic 

charging. The wallboxes number that are already sold is unknown but for sure it 
is not a negligible amount and contributes to the growth of the EV market in 
Greece. 
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It is easy to understand that the charging stations’ market is a fast growing 

market that attracts many companies to invest on it year by year. 
 
The major companies that are currently investing in Greek territory on charging 

stations are the following: 
 

Operators in Greece 
 

• Elpefuture  

 

Hellenic petroleum has created Elpefuture to manage with the EV charging 

stations. It operate in South East of Europe. Hellenic petroleum wants to be part 

of the carbon neutralization and the e-mobility is an important part of its 

strategy.  

It has become a leading operator for fast charging stations on Greece. It is known 

as one of the fastest developing players on the Greek market.  

 
• Blink network 

 

Blink operates since 2009 and today is one of the world’s leaders in providing 

charging solutions.  The company expands its network around Europe by 

acquiring smaller operators in varies countries. In Greece, it operates the 30% 

of the charging points. The company installs mainly 22kW AC charging stations 

near the cities.  

 

• DEI Blue 

 

DEI Blue is the biggest Greek operator. The company is controlled by the Public 

electric power corporation. Together with Blink, they operate around 60% of the 

market on the Greek territory. Today DEI blue controls more than 300 charging 

stations. They operate the largest charging point in Greece which is situated next 

to the airport in Athens, and it can recharge up to 14 vehicles. This charging point 

has two DC fast chargers and one ultra-fast. The main goal of DEI Blue is to install 

10 000 chargers in Greece by the end 2025.  
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• Samsung 

 

Samsung has a small part of EV charging infrastructures in Greek market. It has 

mainly installed AC charging station in the cities. 

 

• Tesla 

 

Tesla has and operates the world's largest DC fast charging network having more 

than 30.000 superchargers in 5.000 locations worldwide. The energy in Greece 

for Tesla chargers is provided mainly by DEI Blue. 

 

Manufacturers in Greece 
 

• MC CHARGERS 

 

MC CHARGERS introduces the first made in Greece electric vehicle charger. The 

solutions that company offers are ORION 7kW, 11kW & 22kW 

 

• Geyer 

 

Geyer since 2019 invests in Electricity, concluding a strategic agreement with 

one of the leading German companies, ABL, and supplies Electric Car Charging 

Stations in the Greek market. 

 

Top Operators in Europe 
 

• Allego 

 

The company has started from Netherlands in 2013 and now operates more 

than 26.000 charging stations across Europe. Allego has a network which is 

suitable for all means of transport (EVs, Buses, Motorcycles, trucks) 
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• Evbox 

 

Evbox has a network which is developed in all countries across European Union 

with more than 10.000 charging stations. It operates since 2010 and now belongs 

to ENGIE which is a French electric utility group.  

Energy suppliers in Greece 
 

• ABB 

 
ABB offers the energy and not the charging points. In Greek territory it has a 
strict collaboration with ElpeFuture. 

 

 
• NRG  

 

The group is a leader in the energy sector.in Greece and in the wider Eastern 
Mediterranean region. It supports the economy with exports to over 45 countries 
and continuous new investments. 
 
 

Platforms for charging points in Greece 
 

• VIRTA 

 

VIRTA is a charging solutions platform that works with businesses, energy 
utilities and partners. The company helps young enterprises who are new to 

develop their system of charging points.  

VIRTA has developed a large network in Greece through its partners - ENERES, 

WATT & VOLT. It helps the new companies in Greece to develop fast in this new 

market for the region without taking a significant risk. Today VIRTA operates 

around 20% of the charging stations in Greece.   

 

• Fortisis  
 

The Fortisis network is the first network of electric car charging points in Greece, 

which started operating in 2013. Its design and development philosophy are 
based on the vision of an open shared electric vehicle charging network, which 

will contribute significantly to the sustainability of the car and the cooperation 
of those who develop and invest in electric power infrastructure. 
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• Car.ge 

 
Car.ge is a Greek company that unifies thousands of charging stations across 
Europe and gives seamless access to EV drivers.  

 
 

The case of Macedonia & Thraki 
 
The BEV and PHEV traffic in northern Greece is relative small and becomes 
smaller near the borders where the infrastructures are not enough. As it is said 

in previous chapter, the number of EVs in northern Greece is not very high yet 

but this is something that is going to change in the very near future. 

 
The specific study is indicating the necessary changes that should be made as 
soon as possible in order to be feasible for every EV owner to cross the borders 
and arrive to his destination in the neighbor country. For this specific purpose 
there are 5 itineraries that should be studied separately and come out with 
specific propositions. 

 
In the specific region that is studied, the charging station infrastructures are 
relative small, both DC and AC. The problem has to be solved by new hosts that 
could be SMEs close to the borders that can consider to install an AC charging 
station of up to 22 kW power in their territory. 
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Specific areas of study 
 

• Itinerary - Petrich and Sandanski to Serres/Sidirokastro 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are around 19 charging stations in the specific itinerary: 

 

• 4 DC fast charging stations: 

• 2 at Sandanski: CHAdeMO DCFC, CCS DCFC, cost: 0.50 €/ kWh 

• 1 at Marikostinovo CHAdeMO DCFC, CCS DCFC, cost: 0.45 €/ kWh 

• 1 at kulata  CHAdeMO DCFC, CCS DCFC, cost: 0.65 €/ kWh 
• 15 AC charging stations 

 

The main problem in this itinerary is that there are 45 km, from Kulata to Serres, 

without charging station. The current traffic flow according to Promaxons border 

guard’s estimation is around 50 BEV or PHEV per year in both directions. In order 

to be well covered the specific itinerary it will be needed at least one or two 

charging stations at Sidirokastro or nearby and other two at Serres. 

 

Picture 3 Itinerary - Petrich and Sandanski to Serres/Sidirokastro 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Sandanski,+Bulgaria/Serres/@41.2590603,23.3408088,10.5z/data=!4m19!4m18!1m10!1m1!1s0x14aa319e730b6107:0x47b0e6998fb95cbc!2m2!1d23.2803538!2d41.5678434!3m4!1m2!1d23.2103279!2d41.4096562!3s0x14aa28661a245b8d:0xd52d5bfe0e77eda3!1m5!1m1!1s0x14a9718b6729e5d5:0x9dd7c70595ce357!2m2!1d23.5483819!2d41.0863854!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sandanski,+Bulgaria/@41.5581776,23.2337291,13z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x14aa319e730b6107:0x47b0e6998fb95cbc!8m2!3d41.5678434!4d23.2803538
https://www.google.com/maps?q=serres&rlz=1C1DIMC_enGR961GR961&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi2777Ux_r2AhXrQEEAHRMyC44Q_AUoAXoECAIQAw
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sidirokastro+623+00/@41.3797041,24.1706885,8.79z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14a9791dd0a4ede3:0x400bd2ce2b9ac80!8m2!3d41.2349471!4d23.3938203
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SMEs that indicatively can be targeted: 

o Stathmos café: Close to Promaxonas → Location 

o Tsintsaris supermarket: Close to Sidirokastro, on the national road → 

Location  

o Masoutis supermarket: Between Sidirokastro and Promaxonas → Location 

o Acropol Hotel: Between Serres and Sidirokastro → Location 

 

 

• Itinerary - Gotse Delchev to Drama and Kavala 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are around 16 charging stations in the specific itinerary: 

 

• 0 DC fast charging stations 

• 16 AC charging stations 

There is a major problem in this case, which is the 121 km from Gotse Delchev to 
Drama and Kavala without DC fast charging station. There are only a couple of 

AC charging station in Drama that can mitigate the problem but they are not 
enough. 

The traffic flow in the specific itinerary 2-5 BEV or PHEV per month both 

directions according to the local police estimation (Nevrokopi). 

Picture 4 Itinerary - Gotse Delchev to Drama and Kavala 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/%E2%80%A2STATHMOS%E2%80%A2+cafe+%C2%B7+Supermarket+%C2%B7+steakhouse/@41.3706281,23.3582389,16z/data=!4m11!1m2!2m1!1shotel!3m7!1s0x14aa2bd2280523f7:0xf2fb8e75a1b91c7c!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d41.3706337!4d23.3610634
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%CE%A4%CF%83%CE%B9%CE%BD%CF%84%CF%83%CE%AC%CF%81%CE%B7%CF%82+%CF%83%CE%BF%CF%8D%CF%80%CE%B5%CF%81+%CE%BC%CE%AC%CF%81%CE%BA%CE%B5%CF%84/@41.2066143,23.3845586,16.79z/data=!4m9!1m3!2m2!1shotel!6e3!3m4!1s0x14a9780ebed89333:0xf36e3045ccf337bc!8m2!3d41.2050917!4d23.3894867
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Masoutis/@41.2250585,23.2214869,11.21z/data=!4m9!1m3!2m2!1shotel!6e3!3m4!1s0x14a982748192fc89:0xa6c8ec29eddfd2ea!8m2!3d41.2681052!4d23.3443901
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Acropol+Hotel/@41.1015441,23.4804089,14.75z/data=!4m13!1m2!2m1!1shotel!3m9!1s0x14a9715297f632a3:0x36d45f6798e8dc34!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d41.1042354!4d23.4780675!15sCgVob3RlbJIBBWhvdGVs!16s%2Fg%2F1tf04nt7
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Gotse+Delchev,+Bulgaria/Kavala/@41.1784946,23.7908635,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x14abbf8a6d9cd285:0x3e180144a8b55644!2m2!1d23.7282719!2d41.5728211!1m5!1m1!1s0x14aebb729066fc01:0xf567e137446a476c!2m2!1d24.412866!2d40.937607!3e0
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Gotse+Delchev,+Bulgaria/@41.2303388,23.7142843,9.75z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14abbf8a6d9cd285:0x3e180144a8b55644!8m2!3d41.5728211!4d23.7282719
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Kavala/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x14aebb729066fc01:0xf567e137446a476c?sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiM3_Gw1_z2AhU1rHIEHa8rBt8Q8gF6BAhWEAE
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In order to be well covered the specific itinerary it will be needed at two or 

three charging stations at Gotse Delchev, three around Drama and two more at 

Kavala. 

SMEs that indicatively can be targeted: 

 

o Hotel Grand Chalet: Between Drama and borders → Location 
o Strada Cafe: Between Drama and borders → Location  

o Commercial Center, ΚΟΥΤΑΣ ΚΩΝΣΤΑΝΤΙΝΟΣ & ΣΙA: Between Kavala and 

Drama→ Location 

o Super Market Γουντζιδης: Close to Drama → Location 

 

• Itinerary - Smolyan and Zlatograd to Xanthi 
 

                                                                                         
                                                

 

There are 2 DC fast charging stations to cover the specific itinerary: 

There are around 16 charging stations in the specific itinerary: 

 

• 2 DC fast charging stations: 

1 at Smolyan: CHAdeMO DCFC, CCS DCFC, cost: 0.45 €/ kWh 

1 at Xanthi:  DC50kW CCS + DC50kW CHAdeMO, cost: 0.60 €/ kWh 

              Manufacturer: ELPE 

 

Picture 5 Itinerary - Smolyan and Zlatograd to Xanthi 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Hotel+Grand+Chalet/@41.4257377,23.5716704,9.88z/data=!4m12!1m2!2m1!1shotel+grand+chalet!3m8!1s0x14abe369c09b6879:0xba23d9ccefeff06a!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d41.2903238!4d23.9281443!15sChJob3RlbCBncmFuZCBjaGFsZXSSAQVob3RlbA
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Strada+Cafe/@41.0925392,23.961528,10.5z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14a957f27a9fcbd1:0xf039ab4f48673bdd!8m2!3d41.176618!4d24.0014342
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%CE%9A%CE%9F%CE%A5%CE%A4%CE%91%CE%A3+%CE%9A%CE%A9%CE%9D%CE%A3%CE%A4%CE%91%CE%9D%CE%A4%CE%99%CE%9D%CE%9F%CE%A3+%26+%CE%A3%CE%99%CE%91+%CE%9F.%CE%95/@41.0486484,24.2736833,11z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14aeafb52333eed5:0x4623612a59801390!8m2!3d41.0487957!4d24.2580347
https://www.google.com/maps/place/SUPER+MARKET+%CE%93%CE%9F%CE%A5%CE%9D%CE%A4%CE%A3%CE%99%CE%94%CE%97%CE%A3/@41.0810704,24.2860647,11z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14aeabf7789e8e77:0x499e5324b8d7fbb8!8m2!3d41.0893217!4d24.2246128
mailto:google.com/maps/dir/Smolyan/Xanthi,+671+00/@41.2763518,24.8212046,10z/data=!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x14ac598ad0d361bb:0x400a01269bf5a80!2m2!1d24.7011138!2d41.5774233!1m5!1m1!1s0x14ac2d3b68e5d97d:0xf6ee78a35222d0de!2m2!1d24.8877024!2d41.1362513
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Smolyan&rlz=1C1DIMC_enGR961GR961&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjCwq2f2_z2AhVK_7sIHfzYCOcQ_AUoAXoECAEQAw
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Xanthi+671+00/@41.3177979,24.5119745,9.5z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14ac2d3b68e5d97d:0xf6ee78a35222d0de!8m2!3d41.1362513!4d24.8877024
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• 14 AC charging stations 

 

In this itinerary there are 114 km, from Smolyan to Xanthi which are not covered 
with DC fast charging station. The same distance is covered by only one AC 

charging station. 

The specific itinerary will need two charging stations at Smolyan, three at 
Zlatograd and two more close to Xanthi 

 

SMEs that indicatively can be targeted: 

 

o Rhino Estate Coffee: Between Xanthi Zlatograd → Location 
o Caffeine: Between Xanthi Zlatograd, at Echinos → Location  

o Agriani Hotel: Close to Xanthi → Location 

o Xanthippi Restaurant: Close to Xanthi → Location 

 

• Itinerary - Kardzali to Komotini 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are around 9 charging stations in the specific itinerary: 

• 1 DC fast charging stations: 

at Kirkovo: CHAdeMO DCFC, CCS DCFC, cost: 0.45 €/ kWh 

 

• 8 AC fast charging stations 

Picture 6 Itinerary - Kardzali to Komotini 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Rhino+Estate+Coffee+Co.+Sminthi/@41.2284679,24.8757906,16z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14ac330821624a57:0xc5df998a89b792bb!8m2!3d41.2284682!4d24.8795793
https://www.google.com/maps/place/CAFFEINE/@41.2771762,24.9684526,17.21z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14adcb81461efb01:0xdcbc31b067f1bd27!8m2!3d41.2754508!4d24.9704536
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Agriani+Hotel/@41.1579979,24.8908769,12.29z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x14ac329ead1a1ddd:0x5c577aa4f62b82b4!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d41.1709637!4d24.8746153
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Xanthippi/@41.1483527,24.8857014,16.92z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14ac2d2400147941:0xa0f08fae989376e0!8m2!3d41.1471769!4d24.8860318
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Kardzali+to+Komotini&rlz=1C1DIMC_enGR961GR961&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiytOX23Pz2AhXG_7sIHUISAecQ_AUoAXoECAEQAw
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Kardzhali,+Bulgaria/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x14ad6e71326aad87:0x400a01269bf5220?sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiV78L-3Pz2AhW2_7sIHRFKAuYQ8gF6BAhdEAE
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Komotini&rlz=1C1DIMC_enGR961GR961&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=2ahUKEwi-6o-G3fz2AhUZmnIEHUjEBFgQ_AUoAXoECAIQAw
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There are 40 km, from Kardzali to Kirkovo and 38 km, from Kirkovo to Komotini 

without DC fast charging station. In the specific distances the AC charging 

stations are not enough as well 

It will be needed two charging stations at Kardzali, two at Komotini and one 
more at Kirkovo. 

SMEs that indicatively can be targeted: 

 

o BEM Food: Between Komotini and borders → Location 

o Tavern "Make a Stop": At Komotini → Location  

 

• Itinerary - Svilengrad to Alexandroupoli 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

There are around 8 charging stations in the specific itinerary: 

• 0 DC fast charging stations 

• 8 AC charging stations 

 

  

Picture 7 Itinerary - Svilengrad to Alexandroupoli 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/BEM+Food/@41.1383874,25.4587979,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14aded7e58bf4aa5:0x464e5fc3ac58cacc!8m2!3d41.1364375!4d25.4662442
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Tavern+%22Make+a+Stop%22/@41.1049416,25.4457801,14.96z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14adee6f8e09ac69:0x7a7e00cf305e1c8!8m2!3d41.0991383!4d25.4385684
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Svilengrad/Alexandroupoli/@41.4086108,26.4679451,9z/data=!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x14b2cfb7019ccded:0x98d7d2b55c359929!2m2!1d26.2019433!2d41.7654876!1m5!1m1!1s0x14b21c9f5c02c8d5:0xbab0f92b441e41e3!2m2!1d25.873962!2d40.8457193
https://www.google.com/maps/place/6500+Svilengrad,+Bulgaria/@41.6864016,26.2087817,11.5z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14b2cfb7019ccded:0x98d7d2b55c359929!8m2!3d41.7654876!4d26.2019433
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Alessandropoli+681+00/@40.8164568,25.8525952,11.75z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14b21c9f5c02c8d5:0xbab0f92b441e41e3!8m2!3d40.8457193!4d25.873962
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There are 171 km, from Svilengrad to Alexandroupoli without DC fast charging 
station. The AC charging station cover is also poor. 

The specific itinerary will need as minimum two charging stations at Svilengrad, 

one at Orestiada, one at Didymoteicho and two or three Alexandroupoli. 

 

 
SMEs that indicatively can be targeted: 

 

o Hotel café la strada: Between Aleksandroupoli and Didimotoixo → 

Location 

o Η ταβέρνα των κυνηγών: At Soufli → Location  

o Shopping mall METKE: Close to Didimotoixo → Location 

o Tsiokos AE Rental – rent a car: Close to Orestiada → Location 

Business Models 
 
In this section there are 3 business model canvas that are related to the SMEs 
that are willing to install a charging station in their enterprises: 

 
• Hotels 

• Restaurants & Coffee Shops 
• Super markets 

 
In Picture 8 the Business Model Canvas for the hotels indicates that the revenue 
could be quite high for the SME that is going to install a charging station in its 
territory. It is going to have income from the EV that choose to use their 
infrastructure and it is expected to attract more tourists and also clients that are 

looking for this kind of facility during their vacations. 

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/HOTEL-CAFE-LA+STRADA/@41.1336178,26.4958167,9.42z/data=!4m8!3m7!1s0x14b2485fa189c667:0x4c7991be8afd4066!5m2!4m1!1i2!8m2!3d41.023473!4d26.2580783
https://www.google.com/maps/place/%CE%97+%CE%A4%CE%91%CE%92%CE%95%CE%A1%CE%9D%CE%91+%CE%A4%CE%A9%CE%9D+%CE%9A%CE%A5%CE%9D%CE%97%CE%93%CE%A9%CE%9D/@41.1906824,26.3028258,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x8bf090ddaeacdbd4!8m2!3d41.1906824!4d26.3028257
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Shopping+mall+METKE/@41.3847559,26.4966609,12.08z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14b303d960b9d0f9:0x27beae5b6cdfa56a!8m2!3d41.3714737!4d26.513534
https://www.google.com/maps/place/TSIOKOS+AE+RENTALS+-+RENT+A+CAR+-+APARTMENTS/@41.5111313,26.4336971,9.79z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x14b318beacb0f25d:0x447cb5c4ee624440!8m2!3d41.468375!4d26.5445459
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Business Model Canvas for Hotels 

 
 
Picture 8 Business Model Canvas for Hotels 

 

In Picture 9 the Business Model Canvas for the Restaurants and Coffee Shops 

shows that the revenue for the SME that is going to install a charging station in 
its territory in quite high. The revenue is getting higher since there will be many 
clients with EVs that will choose to charge their EV while they enjoy their lunch 
or their coffee. 
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Business Model Canvas for Restaurants & Coffee shops 

 

 
Picture 9 Business Model Canvas for Restaurants & Coffee shops 

 

In Picture 10Picture 9 the Business Model Canvas for Super Markets shows that 

if the specific SME installs a charging station in its territory has to expect a 
higher income respect to the traditional use. The revenue is getting higher since 
many clients who are also EV owners are going to choose the specific Super 
Market in order to have two tasks completed in the same time. To charge their 

EV and to buy the goods they need. 
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Business Model Canvas for Super Markets 

 

 

Picture 10 Business Model Canvas for Super Markets 

 

As a conclusion for all Business Models, can be said that since the EV market is 
getting bigger with geometric progression, the SMEs that will choose to invest now 
on the construction of a charging station can expect a very high revenue. The 
mobility energy need is becoming higher and higher as the EV market is increasing. 
In some years the charging stations will be everywhere and the first investors can 
be a step ahead respect to the competitors by acquiring the know-how now. 
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